Proper Use and Care of Window Mounted Signs
PLEASE READ ALL PROPER CARE AND USE INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS PRIOR TO USE.
Failure to understand and follow these instructions can lead to damage to the sign or vehicle and/or serious personal
injury or death.

WARNINGS:
Ensure sign, cups and window are clean and free of depbris before attaching sign.
Inspect all operational parts: bracket, poles, suction cups, cords and bulbs. Be sure sign is in good working
conditions and is properly equipped with all bracket assembly pieces.
Do NOT use in rain, snow or ice conditions or in winds exceeding 30 MPH.
For a smooth ride, ensure that the rounded edge of the sign is facing towards the front of the car, other the
sign will vibrate.
Attach sign to window only after the door has been securely shut and locked.
Do NOT open and close the door once the sign is attached.

To Attach Sign:

Place mount in proper groove on the glass window.
Roll up window until bracket is secure between glass and door
frame without bending or breaking the bracket.
Sign alignment must be 90 vertical.
Press suction cups to window to secure in place.
Release suction by pulling knob on the bottom of the cup.

To Reverse Sign:
The sign can be positioned to fit on either side of the car.
Unscrew two white knobs located on top of the sign.
Slide sign off the poles of the bracket assembly and turn the
rounded edge of the sign towards the front of car.
Reattach white knobs to secure the sign to the bracket assmebly.
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IF SIGN BECOMES DETACHED DURING USE:
Slow vehicle to safe speed and pull off roadway.
Pull over in a safe location to inspect the sign.
Keep away from oncoming traffic.

HTH Inc. is not responsible for damage resulting from misapplication, improper maintenance, vandalism, excessive speed, or other abuse or any failure to follow these proper care and use instructions.
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